
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

I told her I was very much ______________ in her people.1.
(interested/interesting)

In 1670 he entered the Jesuit order at Sevilla, in order to join the province
of Filipinas, where he arrived in the ______________ year.
2.

(followed/following)

Bateman was asked to eat sundry messes, raw fish and he knew not what,
which only his civility induced him to swallow, but which he was
______________ to find very good eating.

3.

(amazed/amazing)

Hence it is not ______________ that to De Chastes there at once
succeeds De Monts.
4.

(surprised/surprising)

I am satisfied that such a set of black-coated, stiff- ______________,
soft-muscled, paste-complexioned youth as we can boast in our Atlantic cities
never before sprang from loins of Anglo-Saxon lineage.

5.

(jointed/jointing)

It would be ______________ to know how these protectors of the public
peace were paid, and by what means.
6.

(interested/interesting)

She had pictured a stout, red- ______________ girl who needed training,
and not a fine little lady like Doris Adams.
7.

(cheeked/cheeking)

He was ______________ to find a rather large party present.8.
(surprised/surprising)

And the second advantage is that as these buds shoot in the
______________ year, one will not be covered by the other, since the five
shoots spring on five different sides.

9.

(followed/following)

A swift, short- ______________ cutting movement-a mere slash,
delivered with muscular effort, and the soldier is gashed across the abdomen.
10.

(armed/arming)
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It is ______________ to note that several of the most famous cases that
arose under the Fugitive Slave Act had their ending in Canada.
11.

(interested/interesting)

But still the clergy, as a rule, were in favor of the ______________ States.12.
(united/uniting)

Persons of color, in the judgment of Congress, were not included in the
word citizens, and they are described as another and different class of
persons, and authorized to be employed, if born in the ______________
States.

13.

(united/uniting)

He was ______________ to see Dr. Bernstein.14. (surprised/surprising)

He was very much ______________ in her description, and when the
inscription was finished, it bore not only the name, but decorations in each
corner of tiny little apples.

15.

(interested/interesting)

He was prominently named several times for the presidency of the
______________ States.
16.

(united/uniting)

I was so much ______________ with his frank, manly simplicity that I was
determined to give him all the assistance in my power.
17.

(pleased/pleasing)

He was as much ______________ as they and stood looking while the
blacks fled.
18.

(surprised/surprising)

These were still further aggravated by the commission of actual hostilities
within the territories of the ______________ States.
19.

(united/uniting)

Jimmy, white- ______________ and fierce-eyed, listened in
contemptuous silence whilst the coloured man was giving his version, which
was corroborated by a rather long-haired person with a small white tie, who
professed to have seen the incident.

20.

(faced/facing)
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